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NATURAL LIFTING OF CONNECTIONS 

TO VERTICAL BUNDLES 

IVAN KOLAR AND WLODZIMIERZ M. MIKULSKI 

ABSTRACT. First we study the flow prolongation of projectable vector fields with 
respect to a bundle functor of order (r,s,g) on the category of fibered manifolds. 
Using this approach, we construct an operator transforming connections on a fibered 
manifold Y into connections on an arbitrary vertical bundle over Y. Then we deduce 
that this operator is the only natural one of finite order and we present a condition 
on vertical bundles over Y under which every natural operator in question has finite 
order. 

An important result in the theory of general connections on an arbitrary fibered 
manifold Y -> M is that every connection T on Y induces naturally a unique con
nection VT on the vertical tangent bundle VY —> M, [3], The starting point for the 
present paper is the fact that the vertical tangent functor V is the vertical modi
fication of the tangent functor T. We replace T by an arbitrary bundle functor F 
on the category Mfn of n-dimensional manifolds and their local diffeomorphisms, 
[3], and we consider its vertical modification VF. Our main result is Proposition 
2, which reads that there is a unique natural operator of finite order transforming 
connection on Y -» M into connections on VFY -» M. In Proposition 3, we present 
a condition on F under which every natural operator in question has finite order. 

To construct one operator of this type, we use the flow prolongation of projectable 
vector fields on Y with respect to a bundle functor on the category TM of fibered 
manifolds and their morphisms. Recently, it has been clarified that the jets of TM-
morphisms are characterized by a triple of integers (r,s,<j), s > r, q > r, [1]. So 
even the order of bundle functors on TM is to be characterized by such triples. In 
Proposition 1 we deduce that the flow prolongation of a projectable vector field Z on 
Y with respect to a bundle functor of order (r, s, q) depends on the (r, s, g)-jets of Z. 
Then we combine lifting of vector fields on M with respect to a connection T on Y 
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with the flow prolongation. For the special case r = g, this construction was studied 
in [3], p.364. In the case of VF, we obtain in this way one natural operator VF of 
finite order transforming connections from Y —:> M to VFY —> M. So the proof of 
Proposition 2 deals with the uniqueness problem only. In the last section we point 
out that in the case F is a Weil functor TA there is another natural construction of 
an induced connection on VAY -> M, which is based on a canonical exchange map 
from [2]. By the uniqueness in Proposition 2, the result of the second construction 
must-coincide with the first one. 

All manifolds and maps are assumed to be infinitely differentiable. Unless other
wise specified, we use the terminology and notation from [3]. 

1. BUNDLE FUNCTORS OF ORDER (r, s,q). 

Let p : Y -» M and p : Y —•> M be two fibered manifolds and r, s > r, q > r 
be integers. We recall that two .FAi-morphisms /,<? : Y -> Y with the base maps 
/ , g : M -» M determine the same (r, s, g)-jet jy,8,qf = jy,8,qg at y e Y, p(y) = x, if 

fyf = fyg> fy(f\Yx) = js
y(g\Yx)y jqJ = j*g . 

The space of all such (r, s,g)-jets is denoted by Jr'5,9(F, F) . The composition of 
^.M-morphisms induces the composition of (r, s, g)-jets, [3], p.116. 

Write Rm , n = (prx : R m x R M Rm) for the product fibered manifold. If 
m = dim(M) and ra -f- n = dim(y), we introduce the principal bundle of all (r, s, </)-
frames on Y by 

P r ^ y = m t ; J ^ ( R m » n , y ) , 

where inv indicates the invertible (r, s,g)-jets and (0,0) € Rm x Rn . Its structure 
group is 

G
ri3>q •_., rr,s>g/T>m,n r>fn,n\ 
ri,n = m v ^ 0 , 0 ( R > R )0,0 

and both multiplication in Gr
m

8^q and the right action of GT
m

a£ on Pr>s^Y is given 
by the jet composition. 

Let TMm,n be the category of fibered manifolds with m-dimensional bases and 
n-dimensional fibers and their local isomorphisms. 

Definition 1. A bundle functor F on TMmn is said to be of order (r, s,g), if 
3rys>qf = fy^q9 implies F / | F y F = F^|FyF. 

This definition implies that the standard fiber S = F0,o(Rm,n) of F is a left Gr
m

8£-
space. Quite similarly to the classical case, [3], one deduces that the bundle functors 
of order (r, 5, q) on TMm%n are in bijection with the left actions of G^g. 

A projectable vector field Z : Y —> TY is an ^JM-morphism over the underlying 
vector field M -> TM. Its flow exptZ is formed by local TMm>n-morphisms. If F is 
a bundle functor on TMm^ the flow prolongation of Z with respect to F is defined 
by 

(1) TZ=-\oF{exptZ). 

This map is R-linear and preserves bracket, [3]. 
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Proposition 1. If F is of order (r, s,q)f then the value of TZ at each point of FyY 
depends on j[:s>qZ only. 

Proof. Let ip : Gr
m

s^ x S -> S be the action defining F. The translations on 
Rm x Rn define two identifications FR m ' n = Rm>n x S and 

(2) invJr's>*(Rm'n, Rm 'n) = Rm>n x Gr
m

s* x Rm 'n . 

The effect of F on an J\Mm)n-morphism / : Rm 'n -> Rm , n is given by 

(3) Ff(y,a) = (f{y)Mtir
y'

9"fh,a)) ,y € Rm 'n , a € S , 

where (j£'s'9/)2 means the second component in the decomposition (2). If we insert 
the flow of Z into (3) and evaluate J^|o, we prove our claim. • 

Thus the construction of the flow prolongation can be interpreted as a map 

TY'-FYXY Jr>9>qTY -> TFY , 

where Jr'**qTY denotes the space of all (r, s, g)-jets of project able vector fields on 
y. Since the flow prolongation is R-linear, Ty is linear in the second factor. 

2 . LIFTING OF CONNECTIONS 

Let r be a connection on Y with the coordinate expression 

(4) dyp = Tp
i(x)y)dxi . 

If X is a vector field on M with the coordinate components Xl(x), then its lift TX 
is a vector field on Yy whose coordinate form is 

(5) xtM&+Wx<y)xlw-£p-
By Proposition 1, T(TX) depends on the g-jets of X only. So we obtain a map 

(6) TT:FYxM JqTM -> TFY , 

which is linear in the second factor. If q = 0 = r, then (6) is a connection on FY. 
In general, let A : TM -> JqTM be a linear q-ih order connection on M, i.e. a 

linear splitting of the jet projection JqTM -> TM. By linearity, the composition 

JF(r, A) = JrT o (idFY xidM
 A) : FY X M TM -> TFM 

is the lifting map of a connection on FY -> M. 
In what follows we start from a bundle functor on Mfn of order s, which will 

be also denoted by F. Its vertical modification VF is a bundle functor on TMm^n 

defined by 
VFY= \jF(Yx),V

Ff= \jF(fx), 
xQM X £ M 

Wn^re fx is the restriction and corestriction of / : Y -> Y over / : M -> M to the 
fibers yx and y/(x)> [4]. For F = T, we use the standard notation V instead of 
VT. Clearly, the order of VF is (0,5,0). By (6), we have defined VFT for every 
connection T on Y. 

Definition 2. The connection V F r is called the F-vertical prolongation of T. 
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3 . NATURAL OPERATORS 

The following naturality property of VFT is an interesting generalization of the 
well known result concerning VT, [3], p. 255, to an arbitrary bundle functor F on 
Mfn. 
Proposition 2. VF is the only natural operator of finite order transforming con
nections onY -» M into connections on VFY —> M. 

Proof. The technical part of the proof is heavily based on the methods for finding 
natural operators developed in [3]. So we shall use freely the standard notation from 
this book. 

If Di and D2 are two natural operators of our type, then the difference AT = 
DXT - D2T is a natural tensor field VFY -> V{VFY) ® F*M. We are going to 
deduce A is the zero tensor field. Write r for the maximum of s and of the order 
of A. Let Sr -= (t/fQ^), |a | -f |/3| < r, be the space of r-jets of connections on R m ' n 

over (0,0), where the multiindex a corresponds to the base coordinates xl and the 
multiindex \3 corresponds to the fibre coordinates yp. Let za be the local coordinates 
on F(Rn) and wf be the induced coordinates on TF(R n) ® Rm*. By the general 
theory, we are looking for GJ^-equivariant maps 

wt = mvLfi,*)-
The base homotheties imply a homogeneity condition 

tfttfw*) = ft(t1+laiylP,z), o ~- t e R. 

By the homogeneous function theorem, /f are linear in yPp and independent of yP
ap 

with |a | > 0. Hence 

(7) <=ftf(*)yP
j0, \P\ = 0,..,r. 

The original action of Gmn on S° = {yp) is of the form 

VPi = a*yffi + apfa\ . 

The induced action of GJ^n on Sr is determined by the standard prolongation pro
cedure. The kernel of the jet homomorphism G ^ n -» Gr

mn is an Abelian group, so 
that the subset Kr+l C G ^ defined by 

(8) dj = 5j , ap = 8P , afgi...gr arbitrary, all other's zero 

is a subgroup. Each element of Kr+l is the (r + l)-jet of local isomorphism of R m , n
5 

where restriction to the fiber {0} x R n C R m x R n is the identity. Since VF has 
order (0,s,0), the induced action on F(Rn) is also the identity. Hence z remain 
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unchanged. By a*. = <Jj, wf remain unchanged too. Then the equivariancy of (7) 
with respect to JK

r+1 yields 

This implies f*p
jf* = 0 for all \/3\ = r. 

In the next step, we consider Kr C Gmn and the canonical homomorphism n : 
G^n -» G^+1 determined by restricting the local isomorphisms of Rm>n preserving 
(0,0) to the fiber {0} x Rn . We define Kr C G ^ 1 to be the intersection of the kernel 
of 7r with the inverse image of Kr with respect to the jet projection GJ^1 -> Gmn. 
By equivariancy with respect to Kr, we obtain f^(z) = 0 for all |/3| = r - 1 . In the 
last step of this backward procedure we find fip

3(z)a^ = 0. Hence all f's are zero, 
i.e. A = 0. D 

4. FINITE ORDER OF NATURAL OPERATORS 

Now, we present a condition on F under which every natural operator D trans
forming connections on Y -» M into connections on VFY —> M has finite order. 

Proposition 3. If the standard fiber Fo(Rn) of F is compact orif Fo(Rn) con
tains a point z0 such that F(bidjin)(z) -> z0 if b —» 0 for any z € F0(R

n), then 
every natural operator D transforming connections onY —» M into connections on 
VFY -> M has finite order. 

Proof. This follows from the proof of Proposition 23.7 in [3], which can be gener
alized to our situation in the following way. 

Consider the maps ipa,b • R m + n -» R m + n , <pa,b(x,y) = (ax,by). Let us fix 
some r G N and choose a = 6~r, 0 < b < 1 arbitrary. Hence for every multiindex 
a = ai-l-a.2. where a\ includes all the derivatives with respect to the base coordinates 
while Qf2 those with respect to the fibre coordinates, and for every connection T — 
rf(x,3/)onRm 'n 

|9ai+a2(<6r)(o,o)| = 6r(1+,ai|)+1- |a2||9ai+a2r(o,o)| 

and so for all \a\ < r we get 

|9ai+a2«6r)(o,o)|<brr(o,o)|. 

On the other hand there is a compact subset K C V(^0)(Rm 'n) = F0{Rn) (K = 
Fo(Rn) or K is a compact neighbourhood of z0) such that for any z G VK0JRm,n) 
VF{Pa,b(z) E K for sufficiently small b. Hence Corollary 23.4 in [3] implies our 
assertion, a 

Then we have the following corollary of Proposition 2. 

Corollary 1. If the standard fiber Fo(!Rn) of F contains a point z0 such that 
F(bidKn)(z) -> z0 ifb -> 0 for any z G -P0(R

n) or if F0(R
n) is compact, then VF is 

the only natural operator transforming connections onY —r M into connections on 
VFY -> M. 
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The assumption of Proposition 3 or Corollary 1 is satisfied in the case F is a Weil 
functor TA

f [3], [5]. (In general, it is satisfied for all natural bundles which are the 
restrictions to Mfn of bundle functors on the whole category of manifolds with the 
point property, [3].) Then we have 

Corollary 2. If F is a Weil functor TA, then VF is the only natural operator 
transforming connections onY-^M into connections on VFY -» M. 

5. THE CASE OF VERTICAL WEIL BUNDLES 

Consider now a Weil bundle TA in the role of F. Its vertical modification will be 
denoted by VA. In this case, there is another way how to construct a connection on 
VAY —r M from a connection T : Y —• JlY. In [2], the first author constructed a 
natural identification 

K : VA(JlY -> M) -> Jl(VAY -> M) . 

Clearly, VA is a functor defined on the whole category TM. If we apply it to the 
J^M-morphism I\ we obtain a map VAY : VAY ~> VA(JlY). Then 

(9) K o VAr : VA -» Jl(VAY -> M) 

is a connection on VAY —> M. The following corollary is an interesting application 
of Proposition 2 or Corollary 2. 

Corollary 3. Connection (9) coincides with VAT. 
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